
Future Perfect Simple

Name: Date: __/__/20__

You ____________________ upon all that before we meet again.1. (decide)will have decided

For I know that if my regime is observed as I request that it be, you will
show it, and if you neglect to follow my advice you _____________________
the progress you should, and will show that.

2.

(not/make)
will not have made

The reader _______________________ to notice the similarity of
Assipattle with Cinderella.
3.

(not/fail)
will not have failed

While I am making new arrangements of that kind their time
_________________ by.
4.

(go)will have gone

On the other hand, the most humid and hottest districts
_____________________ an asylum to the tropical natives.
5.

(afford)will have afforded

I don't expect trouble, they _______________ no advance warning.6. (have)'ll have had

But he ______________________ in vain if new members, entering the
House from whatever quarter, sitting on whichever side, will study his career,
and apply its lesson.

7.

(not/live)

will not have lived

Put by your helmet and armour; your fight at breakfast time
________________________ your appetite for mid-day's meal.
8.

(not/spoil)will not have spoiled

If you deliver this note safely you __________________ the first step to set
him free.
9.

(take)
will have taken

He _________________ you that now, but I insist on the credit of having
seen it also.
10.

(tell)
will have told

Then, if you should unluckily fail to secure any one of the things needed, I
_________________ no time.
11.

(lose)will have lost

You _________________ by their proceedings what I always observed to
you, that one man outweighs them all in influence over the people, who have
supported his judgment against their own, and that of their representatives.

12.

(see)

will have seen
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When you are a little older you ___________________ your lesson.13.
(learn)

will have learnt

By and by the stony foot of the great University will plant itself on this
whole territory, and the private recollections which clung so tenaciously and
fondly to the place and its habitations _________________ with those who
cherished them.

14.

(die)
will have died

For as the reader ____________________, Dick was in difficulties.15.
(learn)

will have learned

But I feel very sure that these considerations _________________ you
more good than medicine.
16.

(do)
will have done

Prestongrange ___________________ by himself, or his daughter in the
place of him.
17.

(speak)
will have spoken

If I have done anything (however unworthy) to open the minds of any of
you to these workings, my fragmentary efforts _____________________ in
vain.

18.

(not/be)
will not have been

If he does, Parliament ___________________ a worthy addition.19. (gain)will have gained

By this time you ____________________ the answer.20. (divine)will have divined
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